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Electron–phonon scattering in disordered metallic films
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Abstract

The quantum interference between ‘pure’ electron–phonon and electron-boundary/impurity scattering drastically

changes the electron–phonon relaxation rate. If impurities and boundaries vibrate in the same way as the host lattice,

the electron–phonon relaxation rate is significantly decreased. In the presence of the scattering potential that does not

vibrate with phonons (e.g. rigid boundaries, interelectron scattering) the relaxation rate is substantially enhanced.

Current work reviews recent progress in the theoretical investigations, gives quantitative explanations of available low-

temperature data, and presents original experimental results for ultrathin Hf at ultralow temperatures. r 2002 Elsevier

Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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The electron–phonon relaxation rate in impure
materials and thin-film structures has been inten-
sively studied for years. However, current under-
standing of the electron–phonon interaction (EPI)
in disordered conductors is still very limited. The
standard clean-limit concept is often applied to
disordered conductors, but its uncritical applica-
tion leads to controversial conclusions. Below we
summarize theoretical results (1), give quantitative
explanations of electron-heating experiments (2),
and presents our experimental results for ultrathin
Hf films at ultralow temperatures (3).

(1) EPI is drastically modified in disordered
conductors. Diffusive electron motion enhances
the ‘pure’ EPI. Electron scattering from vibrating
impurities and boundaries generates another
channel of EPI in disordered conductors. Various

scattering processes interfere one with another,
and the interference results in nontrivial changes
of kinetic and transport coefficients.

The investigated model includes vibrating scat-
terers, which move in same way as host atoms, and
additional scatterers, which are not moved by
phonons [1]. Assuming short-range random po-
tentials, we introduce the electron mean free path
with respect to the nonvibrating potential (L), and
the total electron mean free path (l). Theoretical
conclusions may be summarized as follows. The
energy relaxation rate of electrons interacting with
longitudinal phonons is
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where AtðlÞ ¼ yDl=utðlÞz ðyD is the Debye tempera-
ture), pF is the Fermi momentum, ulðtÞ is the
longitudinal (transverse) sound velocity. The
dimensionless coupling constants are given by bl ¼
btðut=ulÞ

2 ¼ ð2eF=3Þ2n=ð2ru2
l Þ; n is the electron

density of states.
The energy relaxation rate of electrons due to

transverse phonons is
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In the impure case (Tloul; ut), the electron–
phonon scattering rate is
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In the case of vibrating scatterers (L-N)
Eqs. (1)–(7) reproduce results of Refs. [2,3].

Eqs. (1) and (4) determine the relaxation of
electrons at the Fermi surface. Cooling rate of
electron subsystem, 1=te; is given by
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where n is exponent in the temperature dependence
of relaxation rate, 1=te2phð0ÞpTn:

Vibrations of electron scatterers, such as impu-
rities and defects, depends on the mass of scatterer
and local force constants. In fact, the difference in
vibrations of impurities (defects) and host atoms is
not significant [4]. Therefore, a fraction of non-
vibrating potential is small, and the ratio l=L may
be evaluated as 10�4–10�3: Note, that this factor
may be larger (up to 0.1) in pure thin-film
structures on rigid substrates, such as diamond.
In any case, in the region of moderate disorder,
qT lB1; the effect of the nonvibrating potential on
the inelastic relaxation rate is small. In the next
section we show that experimental data are well
described by the Eqs. (1)–(6) with l=L-0: Accord-

ing to Eq. (7), in the region of strong disorder
(qT l51) the effect of nonvibrating potential is
crucial, if ql � qL51: In this region the electron–
phonon relaxation substantially depends on the
character of electron scatterers (see last section).

(2) Let us compare theoretical predictions and
data obtained from electron-heating experiments
with Cu [5] and AuPd [6] films. The Cu films with
high diffusivity D ¼ 200 cm2=s were studied at
ultralow temperatures, the electron cooling rate,
1=te; was found to be 9 � 107T3 s�1 [5]. The AuPd
films with diffusivity D ¼ 7:2 cm2=s were investi-
gated at helium temperatures, and measured
cooling rate was 5 � 107T3:7 s�1 [6]. Data of Refs.
[5,6] correspond to the region of moderate
disorder. In Figs. 2 and 3 we present the relaxation
rate at the Fermi surface (see Eq. (8)) in these
films. Using parameters of Cu (AuPd): vF ¼ 1:6 �
108 ð1:4 � 108Þ cm=s; n ¼ 1:6 � 1041 ð9:9 � 1040Þ
J�1 cm�3; ut ¼ 2:3 � 105 ð2 � 105Þ cm=s; and ul ¼
5 � 105 ð5 � 105Þ cm=s; we calculate the relaxation
rate from Eqs. (1)–(6) with L-N: Figs. 1 and 2
show very good agreement of theoretical calcula-
tions with experimental results. Note, that in the
region of moderate disorder, transverse phonons
strongly dominate in the electron–phonon relaxa-
tion. The measured temperature dependencies
correspond to the intermediate range, where the
relaxation rate changes from T4l at qT l51 to
T2l�1 at qT lb1 (see Eqs. (3)–(6)).

(3) We have experimentally investigated the
electron–phonon relaxation rate in the region of
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Fig. 1. The electron–phonon relaxation rate in Cu films [5].
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strong disorder. We studied electron cooling in
ultrathin Hf films with short electron mean free
path (l ¼ 0:94 nm) at millikelvin temperatures
(0.04–1 K). The data obtained from electron-
heating experiments indicate that the relaxation
in these films is significantly suppressed by
disorder. Shown in Fig. 3, the electron cooling
time follows to T�4-dependence with a record-long
value of te ¼ 25 ms at T ¼ 0:04 K: Acoustic
impedance of Hf is very close to the impedance
of sapphire substrate, so vibrations of the film–
substrate interface are expected to be identical to
the phonon modes in the film. Using parameters of
Hf: vF ¼ 0:47 � 108 cm=s; ut ¼ 1:97 � 105 cm=s;
we find that the relaxation rate is well described
by the theory with L-N:

According to Eq. (7), in the limit of strong
disorder the nonvibrating potential may change
the temperature dependence of the relaxation rate
from T4 to T2: The dependencies close to T2 are
widely observed in experiments, but most of the
data correspond to the region of moderate
disorder, qT lX1 (contribution of transverse pho-
nons). Recently the T2-dependence has been
measured in Ti73Al27 films in the region of strong
disorder, qT lB0:01 [7]. Relative amplitude of
vibrations of Al atoms with respect to Ti atoms
may be evaluated as kB1:0001–1:001 [4], so the

fraction of nonvibrating potential is l=LB
ðk � 1ÞC10�4–10�3; and the parameter ðqT lÞðqT LÞ
is B0:1–1. As we already discussed, this parameter
describes transition from T4 to T2 dependence
(Eq. (7)). Thus, the observations of Ref. [7] are in
qualitative agreement with the theory.

The research was supported by NASA and NSF
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Fig. 2. The electron–phonon relaxation rate in AuPd films [6].
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Fig. 3. The electron cooling time in Hf films.
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